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Important Disclosure Information is contained on the last page of this report.
The recipient of this report is directed to read these disclosures.

Overview/Background
Independent Proprietary Research & Diligence
New Constructs, LLC
•

Founded July 2002

•

Top-rated research by Barron’s and SumZero

•

Deep finance & accounting expertise

•

Patented research technology

David Trainer:
Former auditor with Arthur Andersen and equity analyst at Credit-Suisse, Mr. Trainer is the CEO
of New Constructs, LLC. He leverages his accounting and finance expertise with proprietary
technology that gleans insights from over 70,000 10-K filings.
Mr. Trainer also serves on FASB’s Investor Advisory Committee, where he helps shape new
and existing accounting rules. He has also advised the Senate Banking Committee and the
subcommittee for Securities, Insurance and Investments.
He is a Wall Street veteran and corporate finance expert.
He is author of Modern Tools for Valuation (Wiley Finance 2010).
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Uses & Applications
For everyone Analyzing Companies or Stocks
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•

Board members, esp audit & comp committees

•

Audit execution

•

Forensic accounting

•

Corporate consulting

•

SEC reviews

•

Investors

•

Mergers and Acquisitions

•

Investor Relations

•

Insurance underwriters (esp D&O)
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Recognized By Top Clients & Media
• Top wealth management firms
• Top advisors
• Top accounting & consulting firms
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Proprietary Research Platform: Rare Combination
Data Gathering, Model Building and Research

Source: New Constructs, LLC

Gathering and analyzing data from the Notes to the Financial Statements is key to better
analysis and understanding of:
1. Profitability and
2. Valuation.
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How It Works
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How It Works

Details here
are
proprietary
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Technology Is Better At Finding Errors
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More Needles, Bigger Haystacks

Items found only in the MD&A (e.g. gains, charges, deferred items, etc) that distort income statement results are rising rapidly.
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Large Asset Write-Downs – A Red Flag

32,583
Over the last 5+ Years, we found 32,583 write-downs.
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Management’s Influence on Profits
Micro and Macro Views
Distribution of Return On
Plan Asset Assumptions for
2015
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•

Raising the expected Return on Plan Assets
(EROPA) reduces reported pension expense.

•

The mean EROPA for 2014 was 6.5%. Roughly
55% of companies expect a long-term return on
plan assets between 6.5% and 7.5%.

•

Virtusa Corp (VRTU) has the most aggressive
assumptions, with EROPA of 10.38%, followed
by Exlservice Holdings (EXLS) at 9%.
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What Makes Us Better: Key Strengths
Collecting Data and Building Models
•

Experience in forensic accounting

•

Expertise

•

Eating our own cooking: investing based on our data

•

Independence

•

Cutting-edge technology

Key Weaknesses:
• Coverage: 3000+ stocks, 7000 mutual funds & 400 ETFs
• Notoriety: not as well known as some Wall Street firms
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What Makes Us Better: Key Strengths
•

Experience in forensic accounting
•
•
•

•

Experts
•
•

•

Our data collection experts are not data collectors, they are analysts first and foremost. Highly trained and educated,
most have post grad degrees and or CFAs.
More importantly, they must pass New Constructs proprietary training program, which is 6 months. It includes 3
weeks run by the CEO who requires a 90%+ score on the cumulative final to remain with the firm.

Eating our own cooking: investing based on our data
•

•

We use our data to make picks, build models and provide advice and to run a successful hedge fund.

Independence
•

•

We have no conflicts of interests with our clients - no ties to investment banking or trading. Our focus on providing
the best earnings quality and valuation models is never compromised.

Cutting-edge technology
•
•
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CEO is former auditor, executive compensation consultant and Wall Street analyst with 20 years of forensic
accounting experience with leading minds around the world.
Over 20 years of experience analyzing footnotes and 14+ years of using technology to enhance footnote analytics.
The firm has analyzed over 70,000 annual reports from cover to cover. We know where the bodies are buried.

Machines are better than humans at collecting data, but ONLY when they are taught by experts. Our technology
allows us to transcend the unavoidable mental atrophy that humans experience when analyzing documents.
Machines are also better at building models. They ensure consistency in calculations and interpretation of data.
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What Makes Us Better: Key Strengths
Key Weaknesses:
• Coverage: 3000+ stocks, 7000 mutual funds & 400 ETFs
•

We plan to cover all U.S. stocks and more international stocks in 4Q16.

• Notoriety: not as well known as some Wall Street firms
•

We are frequently featured in the media (esp CNBC & Barron’s), we are not a bulge bracket
investment banking firm. Our CEO is part of the CFA’s Distinguished Lecturer program and is a
frequent guest lecturer at business school programs around the country.
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Benefits/Impact On Our Services
Why Our Strengths Matter
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•

Superior data quality

•

Superior models

•

Track record

•

Transparency

•

Ease of use

•

Faster evolution

•

Discipline Is A Priority
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How Key Strengths Improve Our Offerings
•

Superior Data Quality
•
•
•
•

•

Superior Models
•
•

•

With superior data and data collection techniques, our experts are free to focus on identifying new data and new
calculations to make our cash flow and valuation models as robust as possible.
We’ve developed sophisticated algorithms from our experience in analyzing 70,000+ annual reports that automatically
identify and rectify thousands of data issues and anomalies.

Track record
•
•

•

#1 rank for stock picking as reported by Bloomberg, regular features in Barron’s and other high-profile media.
The effectiveness of our ROIC-based valuation framework is backed up by significant empirical research.

Transparency
•
•
•
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We collect our own data because understanding data at its source is critical to modeling it correctly.
Most firms outsource data collection. This approach keeps costs low by removing intelligence from the process.
A positive feedback loop develops when intelligence is leveraged with technology. As we teach the machines more,
they do more, which frees analysts to find more complex data, which we teach the machines to find – and so on.
Data vendors, who don’t know how the data is used, simply cannot compete on data quality. Few, if any, of our
research provider competitors ever look at filings. They do not know what they do not know.

Because we collect our own data, we can share it. There are no black boxes.
We freely share all the data and calculations because we know our advantage is not in a magic formula but in our
ability to produce high-quality models at scale.
All of our models and calculations link directly to the SEC filings so clients can see the true source data. All of the
calculations and adjustments behind all of our metrics are visible and modifiable by clients.
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How Key Strengths Improve Our Offerings
•

Ease of Use & Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•

•

Faster Evolution
•
•

•

What is good today may not be good tomorrow. Our models are constantly evolving, as are our data collection
techniques. Our team is constantly tracking changes in accounting rules and how companies disclose data.
Because we leverage technology to do most of the mundane, repetitive aspects of collecting data and building models,
our analysts are free to focus on evolving our models and finding new data points to improve our calculations.

Discipline & Integrity, a non-Wall Street paradigm
•
•

•
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We aim to improve efficiency and not sell religion. Few clients want a black box.
We built our platform with ultimate flexibility for the user in mind.
Clients can add or modify any calculation in our system.
Our methodologies are simple and transparent. With high-quality data, there is no need for complex formulas to
measure business performance and valuation. You do not have to be a finance expert to use our service.
Clients can access from any device 24 hours a day.

Over a dozen years of rigorous training and process control result in a high level of discipline that makes even more
sophisticated data parsing automation possible.
Our analysts do not operate with general directions; they follow specific rules-based procedures for every data point we
collect. These procedures form the basis of the rules that, after fine-tuning with human expertise, drive our automated
document parsing technology.
Our data collection technology frees our analysts to focus on the most difficult and unusual disclosures. We find critical
data that others miss.
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Impact On Our Clients
Why Our Strengths Matter
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•

Better Client relationships

•

Better Risk Management

•

Cost Savings

•

Transparency

•

More informed decisions
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How Key Strengths Serve Our Clients
•

Stronger client relationships
•

•

Show more diligence, differentiate from competition – using the latest that technology has to offer
•
Fact-based discussions based on comprehensive, data-driven analytics on the entire universe of peers
•
Mgmt. assumptions, disclosure best practices
•
Profitability and Valuation benchmarks

Better Risk Management
•
•
•
•

•

Cost Savings
•

•
•

•
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Automation of mundane tasks
•
Reviewing draft versions of financial statements
•
Instant peer group comparisons for mgmt. assumptions & disclosure best practices
Get quality insights at a lower cost
Get high quality models at a lower cost

Transparency: internal discussions & client meetings
•

•

Risk Reduction
Protection from downside from unknowns in filings
Discipline around fundamental analysis: earnings quality & valuation
Diligence & discipline for analyzing financial footnotes

With access to the source data, you never have to guess what’s behind the numbers.

More Informed Decisions
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Enhance Audit Execution
Leveraging Technology For Efficiencies
1. Audit/assurance: benchmarks on best/worst disclosures
•

Reduce Costs – automated reviews and red flags

•

Reduce risk of errors and SEC letters

•

More insight into disclosure best practices
•

•

Empower fact-based discussions with clients

Enhanced disclosure offerings

2. SaaS delivery
•

Low-cost implementation

Leverage proprietary database of normalized and adjusted accounting data to cross check
work, assess reasonableness of mgmt assumptions and other disclosure patterns. Reduce
risk of regulatory blow-back.
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Advisory Practices
Move Beyond Rates and Hours: Quantify Value Add
1. Strategy: directly link advice/value-add to client profits
& stock valuation
2. Corporate Finance: better benchmarks and analytics
•

Better insights and more value creation for clients

3. M&A
•

More diligence on pricing for buyers and sellers

•

Liability protection

4. D&O Liability Protection & Better Investor Relations
5. Forensic accounting
•
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Lower-cost, faster and more accurate reviews of financials
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Investors & Advisors
Operate With Better Info & Lower Risk
1. Protection: more diligence and fulfillment of duties
2. Better analysis: long ideas, sell warnings, screening
3. Best models in the business
4. Transparency
•

Easier to explain to clients

•

Details behind the numbers, seeing is believing

5. Independence
6. Education support
•

Easier to explain to clients

7. Track record: proof is in our performance
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Appendix
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Direct Link: Profits & Stock Price
Improve Corporate Performance -> Improve Stock Price
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Sector/Industry Detail and Benchmarks
Big Picture Supported By Individual Company Models
115 Companies
R2 = 59%
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Analytical Rigor Hard To Scale
Keeping Up With Disclosures Is Nearly Impossible
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Early Indicator for Bankruptcy
Report on Eastman Kodak (EKDKQ.PK) on 3/21/2011
2010 10-K Revealed Abnormal Pension Assumptions
1. 2.2% of revs from pension, abnormally high return on plan asset assumption 8.7%
2. Underfunded by $2.6bn or 3x the market cap at the time
3. Valuation implied 10% CAGR in NOPAT for 11 years
4. Down 90% while S&P 500 was down ~3%, no longer under coverage

*This graph was created based on information collected and analyzed by New Constructs, LLC. New Constructs regularly gathers information from over 3,000
companies’ 10Ks, including the Notes to the Financial Statements and MD&A.
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Early Indicator for Fraud
Dynegy (DYN) Fraud Case 2012 – Defrauding
Creditors

1. Asset transfer in subsidiaries found to be fraudulent
2. Benefited activist investor Carl Icahn, with two board representatives at DYN
3. New Constructs rating before fraud charges: Very Dangerous
4. Write-Downs in 3-yrs prior to fraud: 16 charges totaling $3.85bn (346% net assets)
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Disclosure Trends Are Not Your Friend
More Data, More Noise

• Filings have grown to 200+ pages
(That’s longer than the average novel.)

• Increasingly complex and time-consuming work
• Accounting rules are constantly changing
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Help Clients Transcend The Noise
Stock Research/Recommendations Are Biased & Incomplete
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DISCLOSURES
New Constructs®, LLC (together with any subsidiaries and/or affiliates, New Constructs®) is an independent organization with no management ties to the companies it covers. None of the
members of New Constructs’ management team or the management team of any New Constructs’ affiliate holds a seat on the Board of Directors of any of the companies New
Constructs covers. New Constructs does not perform any investment or merchant banking functions and does not operate a trading desk.
New Constructs’ Stock Ownership Policy prevents any of its employees or managers from engaging in Insider Trading and restricts any trading whereby an employee may exploit inside
information regarding our stock research. In addition, employees and managers of the company are bound by a code of ethics that restricts them from purchasing or selling a security
that they know or should have known was under consideration for inclusion in a New Constructs report nor may they purchase or sell a security for the first 15 days after New Constructs
issues a report on that security.
New Constructs is affiliated with Novo Capital Management, LLC, the general partner of a hedge fund. At any particular time, New Constructs’ research recommendations may not coincide
with the hedge fund’s holdings. However, in no event will the hedge fund receive any research information or recommendations in advance of the information that New Constructs
provides to its other clients.

DISCLAIMERS
The information and opinions presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell securities or other financial instruments. New Constructs has not taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for any particular investor and
nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice. This report includes general information that does not take into account your individual circumstance,
financial situation or needs, nor does it represent a personal recommendation to you. The investments or services contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and
it is recommended that you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about any such investments or investment services.
Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by New Constructs to be reliable, but New Constructs makes no representation as to
their accuracy, authority, usefulness, reliability, timeliness or completeness. New Constructs accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the information presented in this report,
and New Constructs makes no warranty as to results that may be obtained from the information presented in this report. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or
guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information and opinions contained in this report reflect
a judgment at its original date of publication by New Constructs and are subject to change without notice. New Constructs may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports
that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of
the analysts who prepared them and New Constructs is under no obligation to insure that such other reports are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report.
New Constructs’ reports are intended for distribution to its professional and institutional investor customers. Recipients who are not professionals or institutional investor customers of New
Constructs should seek the advice of their independent financial advisor prior to making any investment decision or for any necessary explanation of its contents.
This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or jurisdiction where such
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would be subject New Constructs to any registration or licensing requirement within such
jurisdiction.
This report may provide the addresses of websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to New Constructs own website material, New Constructs has not reviewed the linked site
and takes no responsibility for the content therein. Such address or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to New Constructs own website material) is provided solely for your
convenience and the information and content of the linked site do not in any way form part of this report. Accessing such websites or following such hyperlink through this report shall
be at your own risk.
All material in this report is the property of, and under copyright, of New Constructs. None of the contents, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, copied, or distributed or transmitted
to any other party without the prior express written consent of New Constructs. All trademarks, service marks and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered
trademarks or service marks of New Constructs.
Copyright New Constructs, LLC 2003 to present. All rights reserved.
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